We introduce and study infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebras, BiHom-Novikov algebras, BiHomNovikov-Poisson algebras, and find some relations among these concepts. Our main result is to show how to obtain a left BiHom-pre-Lie algebra from an infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra.
Introduction
Algebras of Hom-type were introduced in the Physics literature of the 1990's related to quantum deformations of algebras of vector fields, which satisfy a modified Jacobi identity involving a homomorphism (such algebras were called Hom-Lie algebras in [6] , [8] ). Hom-analogues of other algebraic structures have been introduced afterwards, such as Hom-(co)associative (co)algebras, Hom-bialgebras, Hom-pre-Lie algebras etc. Recently, structures of a more general type have been introduced in [4] , called BiHom-type algebras, for which a certain algebraic identity is twisted by two commuting homomorphisms (called structure maps).
Infinitesimal bialgebras were introduced by Joni and Rota in [7] and studied by Aguiar in a series of papers ( [1, 2, 3] ). They have connections with some other concepts such as Rota-Baxter operators, pre-Lie algebras, Lie bialgebras etc. A prominent class of examples, discovered by Aguiar, is provided by the path algebra of an arbitrary quiver. Infinitesimal bialgebras have been used (with a different name) in [12] by Voiculescu in free probability theory.
The concept of infinitesimal Hom-bialgebra (the Hom-analogue of infinitesimal bialgebras) was introduced and studied by Yau in [15] . We continued this study in our previous paper [11] , where we obtained a Hom-analogue of the following theorem of Aguiar from [3] : Let (A, µ, ∆) be an infinitesimal bialgebra, with notation µ(a ⊗ b) = a · b and ∆(a) = a 1 ⊗ a 2 , for all a, b ∈ A; if one defines a new operation on A by a • b = b 1 · a · b 2 , then (A, •) is a left pre-Lie algebra. In order to obtain the Hom-generalization of this result, we relied on the observation that, if the infinitesimal bialgebra in Aguiar's theorem is commutative, then his theorem is a particular case of the Gel'fand-Dorfman theorem which shows how to obtain a Novikov algebra by using a derivation on a commutative associative algebra. Thus, what we did in [11] was essentially to find a sort of connection between infinitesimal Hom-bialgebras and Hom-Novikov algebras (these have been also introduced by Yau in [16] ).
The main aim of the present paper is to extend the above mentioned results to the BiHom case. We define infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebras, and our main result (Theorem 4.6) is to show how to obtain a left BiHom-pre-Lie algebra from an infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra. We use the same strategy as in the Hom case, namely we find a connection with so-called BiHom-Novikov algebras, that we also introduce and study here (we would like to emphasize that our concept of BiHom-Novikov algebra is different from the one introduced in [5] ). Along the way, we also introduce and study several other concepts, such as BiHom-Novikov-Poisson algebras and quasitriangular infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebras.
Preliminaries
We work over a base field k. All algebras, linear spaces etc. will be over k; unadorned ⊗ means ⊗ k . Unless otherwise specified, the (co)algebras that will appear in what follows are not supposed to be (co)associative or (co)unital, the multiplication µ : A ⊗ A → A of an algebra (A, µ) is denoted by µ(a ⊗ a ′ ) = a · a ′ , and for a comultiplication ∆ : C → C ⊗ C on a linear space C we use a Sweedler-type notation ∆(c) = c 1 ⊗ c 2 , for c ∈ C. For the composition of two maps f and g, we will write either g • f or simply gf . For the identity map on a linear space V we will use the notation id V . 
for all x, y, z ∈ A. The maps α and β (in this order) are called the structure maps of A and condition (1.1) is called the BiHom-associativity condition.
If (A, µ) is an associative algebra and α, β : A → A are two commuting algebra maps, then A (α,β) := (A, µ • (α ⊗ β), α, β) is a BiHom-associative algebra, called the Yau twist of A via the maps α and β. 
(1.
2)
The maps ψ and ω (in this order) are called the structure maps of C and condition (1.2) is called the BiHom-coassociativity condition.
A morphism g :
Definition 1.3 A left pre-Lie algebra is a pair (A, µ), where A is a a linear space and µ : A ⊗ A → A is a linear map satisfying the condition
A morphism of left pre-Lie algebras from 
for all x, y, z ∈ A. We call α and β (in this order) the structure maps of A.
A BiHom-associative algebra is an example of a left BiHom-pre-Lie algebra. 5) for all x, y, z ∈ L. We call α and β (in this order) the structure maps of L. 
We call α and β (in this order) the structure maps of A.
be a BiHom-dendriform algebra such that α and β are bijective. Let ⋆ : A ⊗ A → A be the linear map defined for all x, y ∈ A by
Then (A, ⋆, α, β) is a left BiHom-pre-Lie algebra.
(1.14)
(1.15) Definition 1.10 An algebra (A, µ) is called a Novikov algebra if it is left pre-Lie and [14] ) A Novikov-Poisson algebra is a triple (A, ·, * ) such that (A, ·) is a commutative associative algebra, (A, * ) is a Novikov algebra and the following compatibility conditions hold, for all x, y, z ∈ A:
Note that, by the commutativity of (A, ·), (1.18) is equivalent to
(1.19)
BiHom-Novikov algebras
We begin by introducing the BiHom-analogue of Novikov algebras (the Hom-analogue was introduced in [16] ).
Definition 2.1 A BiHom-Novikov algebra is a 4-tuple (A, µ, α, β), where A is a linear space, µ : A⊗A → A is a linear map and α, β : A → A are commuting linear maps (called the structure maps of A), satisfying the following conditions, for all x, y, z ∈ A:
In other words, a BiHom-Novikov algebra is a left BiHom-pre-Lie algebra satisfying (2.3)
Proposition 2.2 Let (A, µ) be a Novikov algebra and α, β : A → A two commuting Novikov algebra morphisms. Then
Proof. For all x, y ∈ A, we write µ (α,β) (x ⊗ y) = x ⋆ y = α(x) · β(y). We already know from [10] that A (α,β) is a left BiHom-pre-Lie algebra, so we only need to prove (2.3). We compute:
So indeed A (α,β) is a BiHom-Novikov algebra.
More generally, one can prove the following result:
Proposition 2.3 Let (A, µ, α, β) be a BiHom-Novikov algebra andα,β : A → A two morphisms of BiHom-Novikov algebras such that any two of the maps α, β,α,β commute. Then
is also a BiHom-Novikov algebra.
The next concept is the BiHom-analogue of the concept of commutative associative algebra.
is a commutative associative algebra and α, β : A → A are commuting algebra morphisms, then (A, µ • (α ⊗ β), α, β) is a BiHom-commutative algebra. More generally, if (A, µ, α, β) is a BiHom-commutative algebra andα,β : A → A are morphisms of BiHomassociative algebras such that any two of the maps α, β,α,β commute,
Remark 2.6 Obviously, any BiHom-commutative algebra is BiHom-Novikov.
Our next result is the BiHom-analogue of the Gel'fand-Dorfman Theorem 1.11 (for a Homanalogue see [16] ).
A → A be a linear map, assume that any two of the maps α, β, γ, λ, ξ, D commute and the following condition is satisfied:
(2.5)
Proof. It is easy to see that λα(a * b) = λα(a) * λα(b) and ξβγ(a * b) = ξβγ(a) * ξβγ(b), for all a, b ∈ A. Now we compute:
so that we get
so the expression is symmetric in x and y, meaning that (A, * , λα, ξβγ) is a left BiHom-pre-Lie algebra. We have to check now the BiHom-Novikov condition, namely (x * ξβγ(y)) * λαξβγ(z) = (x * ξβγ(z)) * λαξβγ(y). Note first that, since (A, µ, α, β) is BiHom-commutative, it is BiHomNovikov, so (2.3) holds. Now we compute:
finishing the proof.
Corollary 2.8 Let (A, µ, α, β) be a BiHom-commutative algebra. Let p and r be some natural numbers and D : A → A a linear map commuting with α and β and satisfying the condition
is a BiHom-Novikov algebra.
Proof. Take in the previous proposition
In particular, by taking p = r = 0, we obtain: The following result is a consequence of Corollary 2.9.
Corollary 2.10 Let (A, µ) be an associative and commutative algebra, α, β : A → A two commuting algebra morphisms and
Proof. The only thing that needs to be proved is that D is also a derivation for (A, ⋆), where a ⋆ b = α(a) · β(b), and this follows by a straightforward computation.
By taking in Proposition 2.7 α = β = λ = ξ = id A , we obtain the following result: Proposition 2.11 Let (A, µ) be a commutative associative algebra, γ : A → A an algebra map and
(2.6)
Assume that moreover we have
Then we have: (i) (L, ⋆, α, β) is a BiHom-Novikov algebra if and only if the following conditions hold for all x, y, z ∈ L:
is a BiHom-Novikov algebra if and only if the following conditions hold for all x, y, z ∈ L:
Proof. First note that α, β are multiplicative with respect to both ⋆ and
Consider the first assertion. The condition (2.2) for the multiplication ⋆ is
and this is equivalent to
which, by using BiHom-skew-symmetry, is equivalent to
which, by using (1.4), is equivalent to
and this is indeed equivalent to
The condition (2.3) for the multiplication ⋆ is (x ⋆ β(y)) ⋆ αβ(z) = (x ⋆ β(z)) ⋆ αβ(y), and this is obviously equivalent to
This proves (i) . To prove (ii), we need a result from [10] saying that, since α and β are bijective, (L, [·, ·], α, β) is also a right BiHom-Lie algebra. One can easily see that (2.9) is just a restatement of (2.2) for the multiplication ⋆ ′ . On the other hand, for all x, y, z ∈ L we have:
This implies that ( (1) (A, ·, α, β) is a BiHom-commutative algebra; (2) (A, * , α, β) is a BiHom-Novikov algebra; (3) the following compatibility conditions hold for all x, y, z ∈ A:
The maps α and β (in this order) are called the structure maps of A.
of BiHom-Novikov-Poisson algebras is a map that is a morphism of BiHom-associative algebras from (A, ·, α, β) to (A ′ , · ′ , α ′ , β ′ ) and a morphism of BiHom-Novikov algebras from (A, * , α, β) to (A ′ , * ′ , α ′ , β ′ ).
Our first result shows that, in the case of bijective structure maps, one of the equalities in (3.2) is a consequence of the other one. 
holds for all x, y, z ∈ A if and only if
holds for all x, y, z ∈ A.
Proof. We prove that (3.3) implies (3.4):
The proof of the fact that (3.4) implies (3.3) is similar and left to the reader. Proof. By Remark 2.6 we know that (A, ·, α, β) is a BiHom-Novikov algebra. The condition (3.1) coincides with the condition (2.2), the first equality in (3.2) coincides with the condition (2.3), while for the second equality in (3.2) we compute:
The Hom-version of our next result may be found in [18] .
Proposition 3.4
In the hypotheses of Corollary 2.9 , (A, µ, * , α, β) is a BiHom-Novikov-Poisson algebra.
Proof. We only need to prove the relations (3.1) and (3.2). To prove (3.1) we compute:
and this expression is obviously symmetric in x and y because of the BiHom-commutativity of (A, ·, α, β). To prove (3.2) we compute:
and on the other hand
finishing the proof. is a BiHom-Novikov-Poisson algebra, called the Yau twist of (A, ·, * ).
Proof. We only have to check (3.1) and (3.2) for A (α,β) . For (3.1) we compute:
and this expression is symmetric in x and y by (1.17). Then, (3.2) reads (x·β(y)) * αβ(z) = (x * β(z))·αβ(y) = α(x)·(β(y) * α(z)), which is equivalent to
which in turn is equivalent to
which is true by (1.18) and (1.19).
Proposition 3.6 Let (A, ·, * , α, β) be a BiHom-Novikov-Poisson algebra andα,β : A → A two morphisms of BiHom-Novikov-Poisson algebras such that any two of the maps α, β,α,β commute. Then
is also a BiHom-Novikov-Poisson algebra.
Corollary 3.7 Let (A, ·, * , α, β) be a BiHom-Novikov-Poisson algebra. Then
is also a BiHom-Novikov-Poisson algebra for any n ≥ 0.
Proof. Apply Proposition 3.6 forα := α n andβ := β n .
The following result is the special case of Corollary 3.7 with * = 0.
Corollary 3.8 Let (A, ·, α, β) be a BiHom-commutative algebra. Then
is also a BiHom-commutative algebra for any n ≥ 0.
The following result is the special case of Corollary 3.7 with · = 0.
Corollary 3.9 Let (A, * , α, β) be a BiHom-Novikov algebra. Then
is also a BiHom-Novikov algebra for any n ≥ 0.
The following consequence of Proposition 3.4 is useful for constructing examples of BiHomNovikov-Poisson algebras. 
Infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebras
We introduce now the main concept of this paper.
Definition 4.1 An infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra is a 7-tuple (A, µ, ∆, α, β, ψ, ω), with the property that (A, µ, α, β) is a BiHom-associative algebra, (A, ∆, ψ, ω) is a BiHom-coassociative coalgebra and the following conditions are satisfied, for all a, b ∈ A:
In terms of elements, the condition (4.1) can be rewritten as
The above axioms are justified by the following result: 
Proof. We prove that (A ⊗ A, α ⊗ α, β ⊗ β) with the left and right actions defined above is an A-bimodule. For a, a ′ , b, c ∈ A, it is easy to check that (
We compute:
is a left A-module. Similarly one proves that it is also a right A-module. Finally, we compute:
Hence, (A ⊗ A, α ⊗ α, β ⊗ β) is indeed an A-bimodule. From (4.5) and (4.6), we get ∆(a
We show now how to obtain infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebras from infinitesimal bialgebras. 
is an infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra, called the Yau twist of (A, µ, ∆).
Proof. The fact that (A, µ (α,β) , α, β) is a BiHom-associative algebra and (A, ∆ (ψ,ω) , ψ, ω) is a BiHom-coassociative coalgebra is known from [4] . It is easy to see that conditions (4.2)-(4.4) are satisfied, so we only need to prove (4.1). For simplicity, we denote µ (α,β) (a⊗b) = a * b = α(a)·β(b) and ∆ (ψ,ω) (a) = a [1] ⊗ a [2] = ω(a 1 ) ⊗ ψ(a 2 ), for all a, b ∈ A. We compute:
We recall the following well-known concept: Definition 4.4 Let A be an algebra, σ, τ : A → A algebra maps and
Remark 4.5 Let (A, µ, ∆, α, β, ψ, ω) be an infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra and define the linear map D : D is a (βψ, αω) derivation. Indeed, by using (4.5) and (1.1) we can compute:
We want to prove that one can associate a left BiHom-pre-Lie algebra to an infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra (A, µ, ∆, α, β, ψ, ω). We need to guess the multiplication and the structure maps of the left BiHom-pre-Lie algebra we are looking for. We proceed as follows. We assume first that the infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra A is BiHom-commutative. In this case, one can check that the hypotheses of Proposition 2.7 are satisfied, for γ = α 2 βψω, λ = αβ, ξ = id A and the map D defined by D(a) = αβψ(a 1 ) · α 2 ω(a 2 ), for all a ∈ A. So, by Proposition 2.7, we obtain a left BiHom-pre-Lie algebra (A, * , α 2 β, α 2 β 2 ψω), where the multiplication * is defined by a * b = αβ(a) · D(b), which, by using BiHom-associativity and BiHom-commutativity, may be expressed as follows:
It turns out that this formula works also in the general case. Indeed, we have: Theorem 4.6 Let (A, µ, ∆, α, β, ψ, ω) be an infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra. Define a new multiplication on A by
Then (A, * , α 2 β, α 2 β 2 ψω) is a left BiHom-pre-Lie algebra.
Proof. It is easy to see that α 2 β(x * y) = α 2 β(x) * α 2 β(y) and α 2 β 2 ψω(x * y) = α 2 β 2 ψω(x) * α 2 β 2 ψω(y), for all x, y ∈ A. So we only need to check that, for all x, y, z ∈ A, we have
For a, b, c ∈ A, we compute:
For elements s, t, w ∈ A we have, by (4.5),
and so we can compute, by using again (4.5):
and we use this formula to compute:
which is obviously symmetric in x and y.
Quasitriangular infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebras
We begin this section with a result of independent interest.
Proposition 5.1 Let (A, µ, α, β) be a BiHom-associative algebra and n ≥ 2 a natural number. We consider the following left and right actions of A on A ⊗n , for all a,
Then with these actions (A ⊗n , α ⊗n , β ⊗n ) is an A-bimodule.
Proof. A straightforward computation left to the reader.
We will be interested in the case n = 3, so we have the following actions of A on A ⊗ A ⊗ A:
Proposition 5.2 Let (A, µ, α, β) be a BiHom-associative algebra and r ∈ A ⊗ A an element, with notation r = i x i ⊗ y i , such that (α ⊗ α)(r) = r = (β ⊗ β)(r). Define the linear map
Then we have (α ⊗ α) • ∆ r = ∆ r • α, (β ⊗ β) • ∆ r = ∆ r • β and, if we denote as usual ∆ r (a) = a 1 ⊗ a 2 , for a ∈ A, the following identity holds:
Proof. The fact that (α ⊗ α) • ∆ r = ∆ r • α and (β ⊗ β) • ∆ r = ∆ r • β follows immediately from the condition (α ⊗ α)(r) = r = (β ⊗ β)(r). Now we compute:
where for the last equality we used the fact that (α ⊗ α)(r) = r = (β ⊗ β)(r). The expression we obtained is exactly ∆ r (a · b).
We recall the following notation introduced in [11] :
Definition 5.3 Let (A, µ, α, β) be a BiHom-associative algebra and
We define the following elements in A ⊗ A ⊗ A:
A(r) = r 13 r 12 − r 12 r 23 + r 23 r 13 .
Proposition 5.4 Let (A, µ, α, β) be a BiHom-associative algebra and Proof. We compute, for a ∈ A:
where for the last equality we applied two times the BiHom-associativity condition, and
So, by using these formulae, we have (∆ r ⊗ β)(∆ r (a)) = (α ⊗ ∆ r )(∆ r (a)) if and only if
which, by using one more time the BiHom-associativity condition, the fact that (α ⊗ α)(r) = (β ⊗ β)(r) = r and separating the terms, may be rewritten as
and this is exactly the condition a • A(r) = A(r) • a.
As a consequence of the previous results, we obtain:
Proposition 5.5 Let (A, µ, α, β) be a BiHom-associative algebra and r = i x i ⊗ y i ∈ A ⊗ A such that (α ⊗ α)(r) = r = (β ⊗ β)(r) and a • A(r) = A(r) • a, for all a ∈ A. Then, if we define the linear map
then (A, µ, ∆ r , α, β, ψ = β, ω = α) is an infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra.
Definition 5.6 An infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra as in Proposition 5.5 is called a coboundary infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra.
Definition 5.7 A coboundary infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra for which A(r) = 0 is called a quasitriangular infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra.
These concepts extend Aguiar's classical concepts of coboundary and quasitriangular infinitesimal bialgebras (see [1] , [2] ), as well as their Hom-versions introduced by Yau in [15] .
We recall from [11] that the equation A(r) = 0, i.e. We have the following characterization of quasitriangular infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebras (extending, up to a sign convention, the ones for quasitriangular infinitesimal bialgebras in [1] and for quasitriangular infinitesimal Hom-bialgebras in [15] ). = r 23 r 13 .
The proof of (iii) is similar and left to the reader.
For the converse, it is enough if we know (i) and (ii) (or (i) and (iii)), because (i) says anyway that ∆ is of the form ∆ r ,with r = i x i ⊗ y i ∈ A ⊗ A, and the computation performed for (ii) up to the last step can be done also now, and we get (∆ ⊗ β)(r) = r 12 r 23 − r 13 r 12 , and so (ii) implies r 12 r 23 − r 13 r 12 = r 23 r 13 , that is (5.3) holds, i.e. (A, µ, ∆ r , α, β, ψ = β, ω = α) is a quasitriangular infinitesimal BiHom-bialgebra.
We recall some other facts from [11] . for all x, y ∈ A. Then (A, ≺, ≻, α 2 β, αβ 2 η) is a BiHom-dendriform algebra.
Consequently, by using Proposition 1.8, we obtain: for all x, y ∈ A, then (A, ⋆, α 2 β, αβ 2 η) is a left BiHom-pre-Lie algebra. Then R is an αβ-Rota-Baxter operator.
